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Classroom Valentine Envelope

Step 1: Print Pages on White Cardstock 

Step 2: Cut triangle out of envelope back using lines provided 

Step 3: If stitching envelope, punch holes all around sides of both pages (if 

using tape, skip to step 7) 

Step 4: For envelope opening, punch holes on the top of the front side of 

the envelope and the triangle closure 

Step 5: Use yarn to stitch envelope together starting at the top of one side 

and back to create X shape stitches.  

Step 6: Attach the triangle closure with the front side of the envelope in the 

same way to close the envelope 

Step 7: Cut 3 hearts in different sizes from cardstock and glue together.  

Step 8: Attach heart to envelope and add velcro to seal.  

 

Supplies:  
 

 

 

White Cardstock

Printer with color ink

Bright Green Yarn (or tape if you skip this step)

Hole Punch 

Scissors

Instructions:  
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Classroom Valentine Envelope



Print Sheet on white cardstock paper

Cut around characters

Cut out hearts to use as templates

Cut 15 hearts in each size

Assemble Garland using attached instructions
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SUPPLIES:

INSTRUCTIONS:

String for garland (I used pink and white package string) 

Scissors

Cardstock in bright green, light pink, bold pink, and white

Mini clothespins

Hot glue gun and glue

Glue stick

Printer with color ink

Step 1: Print Character sheet on white cardstock  

Step 2: Cut around characters leaving a small white border  

Step 3: Cut 15 hearts in each size using the templates (or punch with heart punch tools in 3 sizes) 

with green for the smallest heart, light pink for the medium size and bold pink for the largest. 

Step 4: Fold each heart in half from side to side so the point of the heart is where the crease is.  

Step 5: Measure the length you want for your garland and cut string.  

Step 6: Tie off a loop on each end for easy hanging 

Step 7: Measure 12 inch sections for your hearts to hang from. (I did 5 sections) 

Step 8: Tie each string to main garland so they hang down. We will attach hearts to these.  

Step 9: Using the glue stick, ,glue hearts together half to half to create a 3D shape leaving the last 

one open. (optional: skip the 3D effect by gluing two hearts back-toback with the string in the middle) 

Step 10: Attach open heart to string and glue the last side together starting at the top with the 

smallest heart, then medium, then large. Repeat for the rest.  

Step 11: Use Hot glue to attach characters to clothespins and add between dangling hearts.  

Step 12: Hang valentines!


